
SHRD1
Cylindrical Small Cell pole top shroud solution for
concealment of three to six low power (pico) remote
radio heads from various OEMs, associated cabling, and
antenna. The SHRD1 consists of a central mast with a
cylindrical, vented shroud. The mast has mounting
brackets for RRH units, a diplexer and a top mounting
plate for a canister style antenna. A Radome antenna
shroud and optional radio shroud skirt complete the
concealment solution. SHRD1 are available in multiple
colors to match existing poles. Optional pole mount kits
are available for different pole types.

5G Pole Top
Cylindrical 5G Small Cell pole top shroud conceals three
5G remote radio heads from various OEMs as well as
associated cabling. The open face permits mmWave 5G
RF signals to pass without interference. Multiple color
finishes are available to match existing poles, or color
matched OEM approved 3M film can be provided for
exposed radio face. Optional pole mount kits are
available for different pole types.

4G/5G Combination Pole Top
Cylindrical pole top shrouds for combined deployments
of 4G and 5G RRH provide densification.

Charles Concealment Shroud Solutions
Charles Industries’ radio concealment shrouds offer aesthetically pleasing concealment of radios and remote
equipment at small cell, densification, and DAS remote sites. With municipalities increasingly passing
ordinances for the concealment of remote equipment deployments, our attractive and functional concealment
shrouds help obtain approvals, speed deployments, and protect equipment in a variety of environments.

Pole Top Solutions

Mid Pole Solutions
SHRD60
Aesthetically pleasing, curved Small Cell pole mount
shroud concealment solution. The curved shape
matches the pole contour, eliminating right angles found
in typical outside plant enclosures. Multiple sizes are
available supporting low power (pico) and high power
(micro) deployments, with multi-carrier options. Available
in multiple colors to match existing poles. Mounts to any
type of pole with optional pole mounting kits. 

5G Pole Mount
Discrete mid pole shroud made of durable, lightweight
ABS for minimizing overall impact on pole loading. The
shroud itself is adjustable to accommodate different
diameter poles and includes cutout for 5G antenna face
for optimum RF transmission. Optional 3M film is
available to color match exposed antenna face to the
pole’s prime color.

5G Radio Mounting Bracket
Single point bracket with two pivoting arms mounts three
5G radios for 360º signal coverage. Fixed universal pipe
mount for 24” radio offset from mounting surface.
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Ground Mount Solutions

Decorative Poles
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INNOVATIVE ENCLOSED SOLUTIONS™

Side Arm Mounts

Replacement
decorative poles
support externally
mounted radio
equipment. Fully
integrated poles
support all radio
equipment, power,
and fiber residing
entirely inside the
pole or pole base
cabinet. Straight
and tapered
designs. Available
in multiple colors
and styles to
match existing
local municipality
poles.

Offset antenna mount solution for placement of
antenna away from the pole centerline. Concealment
shroud beneath antenna masks antenna cabling.
Available in multiple colors to match the existing pole.
Supports a variety of antenna models. Concealed
mounting for a low power (pico) remote radio head
from various OEMs inside the arm.

SHRD56
Low profile Small Cell ground mount
concealment solution supporting up to six low
power (pico) or two high power (micro)
radios, or a combination of both. All-in-one
solution with integral AC load center and
available meter socket. Passively cooled,
eliminating noise. Available in multiple colors
to match the local surroundings. May be
mounted on optional Charles CPAD
composite mounting pad for reduced
installation cost and time.

CNUB & SHRDPW
Low profile ground mount power and fiber
demarcation enclosures for 4G and 5G
nodes. Contains integral AC load center and
meter socket for incoming AC termination and
also has space for an internal fiber enclosure
for site fiber termination. The SHRDPW
includes mouting brackets for two rectifiers.
May be mounted on optional Charles CPAD
composite mounting pad for reduced
installation cost and time.

CPAD Mounting Platforms
Rigid composite material platform replaces
poured-in-place or pre-cast concrete and
eliminates days of installation time plus the
heavy equipment requirements and safety
concerns of placing pre-cast concrete pads.

Strand Mount

CRSM
The CRSM bracket is designed
for mounting on an aerial strand of
1/4” to 7/16” diameter. It is used
for mounting radios, antennas and
splitters securely in aerial wireless
networks. Lightweight, rust-free
aluminum construction.

Interior Shroud
Fiber Terminals

Indoor Security Shrouds
Designed to protect in-building wireless, DAS and
small cell readio equipment in venue installations. Two
models are available, with an open-back model for
covering pre-existing wall or backboard mounted
equipment and an enclosed model with integrated
backboard for new installations. A slanted top
prevents unwanted objects from being placed on top
of the shroud. Optional AC load centers and integrated
fiber terminals are available.

The CFTTE
compact fiber
transition
terminal is
compatible 
with Corning® OptiTip® multifiber
hardened connectors and
includes 12 LC/UPC adapters for
plug-n-play fiber connections to
4G/5G radios. Easily mounts to
the interior of SHRD56 and
SHRD60 concealment shrouds.


